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A Multi-Level Least Effort and Maximum Return Approach

Abstract: Enabling appropriate access to linguistic research data, both for many 
researchers and for innovative research applications, is a challenging task. In this 
chapter, we describe how we address this challenge in the context of the German 
Reference Corpus DeReKo and the corpus analysis platform KorAP. The core of our 
approach, which is based on and tightly integrated into the CLARIN infrastructure, 
is to offer access at different levels. The graduated access levels make it possible 
to find a low-loss compromise between the possibilities opened up and the costs 
incurred by users and providers for each individual use case, so that, viewed over 
many applications, the ratio between effort and results achieved can be effectively 
optimized. We also report on experiences with the current state of this approach. 

Keywords: reusability of research data, research tools, infrastructure technology, 
sustainability

1 Introduction
A particular characteristic of large repositories of linguistic research data is that it 
is not easy to make them accessible to a broad research community in the digital 
humanities. There are two main reasons for this. First, the notorious problem that 
linguistic research data are affected by intellectual property rights and, in some cir-
cumstances, other personal rights of third parties that preclude the making of copies 
of the data (see also Kamocki, Kelli, and Lindén 2022). Since the rights holders are 
usually not part of the research community, Open Data models cannot be applied as 
they are in other disciplines. The second problem is that the data is often too big and 
too complex in structure to be readily usable by a larger part of the community. The 
typical approach to solving these problems is to make the data accessible via web-
based research tools that provide operations to deal with complex data without the 
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need for direct access. Ideally these tools are integrated into large and sustainable 
infrastructures, to guarantee reliable and reproducible data usage. Through these 
tools, users can authenticate themselves (e.g., via CLARIN-AAI) and agree to end 
user licenses. Authorized this way, users are then offered certain operations on the 
limited data they are allowed to access, such as faceted searches, possibly also on 
annotations, the display of concordances and, for linguistic applications, possibly 
collocation analysis options. However, this approach only partially solves the prob-
lems mentioned above due to the limited set of operations provided, and can only 
cover a decreasing share of usage scenarios in the digital humanities and of possi-
bilities offered by large corpora. The functionalities needed here are developing too 
fast to be satisfied by the provider of the research tool or infrastructure, as they are 
themselves subject to ever-diversifying research (see also Odijk and Broeder 2022). 

With the KorAP analysis platform (Bański et al. 2013; Diewald et al. 2016) which is 
part of the CLARIN infrastructure and provides access to the German Reference Corpus 
DeReKo (Kupietz et al. 2010, 2018) at the Leibniz Institute for the German Language 
(IDS) and the Contemporary Corpus of the Romanian Language CoRoLa (Tufiș et al. 
2019), we are trying to solve this problem with an approach that allows researchers to 
add their own functionalities to the platform on several levels (Kupietz, Diewald, and 
Fankhauser 2018). In general, it may be said of these functionalities that the higher 
the level, the lower the effort for users and providers, but the more limited the possi-
bilities. In addition, it should generally be the case that the higher the level, the more 
users and uses there are, and that a strong interest in certain low-level access options 
is likely to lead to their rise within the hierarchy. With this approach we try to ensure 
that (1) as many users as possible are satisfied, (2) a broad spectrum of types of use is 
possible1 and (3) the effort for both sides remains low and sustainably manageable – 
while (4) the legitimate interests of rights holders remain untouched. In this context, 
we distinguish between the following primary access levels (from high to low):

 – UI level – the web user interface (level zero) 
 – API level – accessible directly or via client libraries 
 – plugin level – user interface plugins 
 – instance level – independent access by fully customized components 
 – open-source level – introduce new features by corresponding source code 

contributions 
 – corpus level – direct access to the corpus data (outside the scope of KorAP) 

In this chapter, we systematically explore the areas in which our multi-level 
approach can serve to extend the possibilities for corpus research in a manage-

1 In this respect, our approach is similar to the approach described in Gomes et al. (2022).
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able and thus sustainable way. We provide examples to explain which levels are 
most suitable for extensions for which research questions. We also discuss tech-
nical and legal limitations regarding these extensions as well as links to other 
elements of the CLARIN infrastructure.

2 API level
KorAP provides APIs to directly communicate with its backend system includ-
ing its authorization system and its search engine. The KorAP web user interface 
Kalamar uses these APIs for all communications to the backend system.2 Docu-
mentation about the APIs can be accessed on the GitHub wiki of the KorAP user 
and policy management component Kustvakt.3

Beside KorAP’s native frontend client Kalamar, other client applications 
running either within or outside the KorAP server may also communicate with 
the backend system using these APIs. Client libraries are currently available for 
R (R Core Team 2021) and Python. With respect to property and personal rights, 
client application access to corpus data and annotations without user authen-
tication are rather limited. Nevertheless, these applications still have access to 
large publicly available corpora such as Wikipedia, and all public metadata of 
any resources including those with restricted contents (Kupietz, Diewald, and 
Margaretha 2020). Moreover, KorAP supports an authorization mechanism by 
using the OAuth2 framework (Hardt 2012), allowing users to enable their applica-
tions to perform some operations such as searching and retrieving annotations 
on their behalf. As a result of the authorization, these operations conform to 
the user agreement for using DeReKo and the data protection declaration of the 
IDS, and thus are allowed to access the licensed corpora and annotations. Due 
to restrictions regarding the location of access, however, not all licensed data is 
necessarily available to third party applications (Kupietz and Lüngen 2014).

2.1 Scope of access

There are several ways that client applications may interact with the KorAP backend 
and use its APIs accordingly. Applications supporting OAuth2 may use the KorAP 
authorization APIs to obtain access tokens allowing them to make other API requests 

2 See also Section 3.2 for some general remarks on the virtues of providing APIs.
3 See Margaretha et al. 2021, https://github.com/KorAP/Kustvakt/wiki

https://github.com/KorAP/Kustvakt/wiki
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such as search requests on behalf of users. Applications that do not support OAuth2 
may still take advantage of the search and matchInfo APIs to obtain results from 
public corpora and public metadata of all corpora.

(a) Registration of new OAuth2 clients (b)  OAuth2 client and token management

Figure 1: OAuth2 web interface in the Kalamar frontend.

2.1.1 Client registration

To use the authorization APIs, all applications must be registered with the KorAP 
authorization server by using the client registration APIs. At registration, the author-
ization server assigns a client id to the applications. Moreover, a client secret may 
also be assigned to the applications depending on whether it is capable of properly 
authenticating itself or not. OAuth2 specifies client applications capable of main-
taining their credentials as confidential clients, and those not capable of doing so as 
public clients (Hardt 2012). Since public clients such as mobile and desktop applica-
tions are not capable of storing secrets safely, client secrets are not assigned to them. 
KorAP users can register their applications through the web user interface provided 
by Kalamar (Figure 1a).

2.1.2 Authorization

Registered client applications may send an authorization request to the authori-
zation server to obtain an authorization code. Within the authorization request, 
confidential clients must authenticate themselves using the client id and client 
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secret they have received at the registration. Since public clients cannot authenti-
cate themselves properly, they are encouraged to use Proof Key for Code Exchange 
(PKCE) to prevent interception attacks gaining access to the authorization code 
(Richer et al. 2015). When the KorAP authorization server receives an authoriza-
tion request, it asks users that have not logged in to KorAP yet to authenticate 
themselves via the Kalamar web UI. It also asks them if they accept the authori-
zation request with all the requested permissions or not. When users accept an 
authorization request, the KorAP authorization server sends an authorization 
code to the redirect URI of the application that has sent the authorization request. 
The application can then send a token request to exchange the authorization code 
with an access token and use it for instance within a search request. This whole 
process is known as authorization code grant flow and is illustrated in Figure 2.

KorAP defines super client APIs allowing certain clients to manage access of 
other clients. For instance, Kalamar as a super client provides a web UI for users 
to list all their applications and to issue access tokens for them (Figure 1b). This is 
very useful for non-server-based applications that are not able to provide a redi-
rect URI as required by the authorization procedure for sending an authorization 
code. In this case, users may feed an access token obtained via Kalamar directly 
to the applications. Figure 3 illustrates an authorization process for non-server-
based applications.

Figure 2: Authorization code grant flow.

2.1.3 Access revocation

It is sometimes necessary for users to revoke application access to their accounts, 
for instance when they suspect that some application access has been misused 
or when they do not want to use them any longer. Developers may need to revoke 
all tokens for their application, for example when they want to delete their appli-
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cations (Parecki 2018). KorAP provides a token revocation API allowing applica-
tions to send a token revocation request to the authorization server (Lodderstedt 
and Scurtescu 2013).

2.2 Scope of usage

2.2.1 Web services

KorAP APIs have been used by two web services, namely KorapSRU4 and FCSWS, 
which bind KorAP with the CLARIN infrastructure and provide its access to DeReKo. 
KorapSRU is a CLARIN Federated Content Search (FCS)5 endpoint for KorAP using 
the SRU protocol.6 It enables access to DeReKo corpus data through the CLARIN 
infrastructure. KorapSRU makes use of the KorAP search and matchInfo APIs to 
perform a search in KorAP and to retrieve the annotation information of the search 
results. Furthermore, it translates the search results and the annotations into the 
SRU format as defined in the CLARIN FCS specification; they can thus be presented 
in the CLARIN FCS Aggregator7 together with the search results from other CLARIN 
FCS endpoints. FCSWS is a web service registered on the linguistic toolchaining 
environment in the CLARIN infrastructure WebLicht.8 Like KorapSRU, FCSWS takes 
advantage of the KorAP search API to search within DeReKo and to retrieve the 
search results. It then translates the search results into Text Corpus Format (TCF)9 

4 https://github.com/KorAP/KorapSRU
5 https://www.clarin.eu/content/federated-content-search-clarin-fcs
6 http://www.loc.gov/standards/sru/
7 https://spraakbanken.gu.se/ws/fcs/2.0/aggregator/
8 https://weblicht.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/weblichtwiki/index.php/Main_Page
9 https://weblicht.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/weblichtwiki/index.php/The_TCF_Format

Figure 3: Non server-based authorization.

https://github.com/KorAP/KorapSRU
https://www.clarin.eu/content/federated-content-search-clarin-fcs
http://www.loc.gov/standards/sru/
https://spraakbanken.gu.se/ws/fcs/2.0/aggregator/
https://weblicht.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/weblichtwiki/index.php/Main_Page
https://weblicht.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/weblichtwiki/index.php/The_TCF_Format
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which can be used as an input for a linguistic toolchain. Since neither KorapSRU 
nor FCSWS have supported any authorization mechanism yet, they only have 
access to public corpora.

Figure 4: Proportional use of “macht ... Sinn” (lit.: ‘makes sense’) versus “ergibt ... Sinn”  
(lit.: ‘results in sense’) in DeReKo newspaper source (available outside the IDS) between 1980 
and 2010.

library(RKorAPClient)

query = c(“macht []{0,3} Sinn”, “ergibt []{0,3} Sinn”)

years = c(1980:2010)

as.alternatives = TRUE

vc = “textType = /Zeit.✶/ & availability!=QAO-NC-LOC:ids & pubDate in”

new(“KorAPConnection”, verbose=T) %>%

frequencyQuery(query, paste(vc, years), as.alternatives = as.alternatives) %>%

hc_freq_by_year_ci(as.alternatives)

Listing 1: Complete R code to generate the plot in Figure 4. The frequencyQuery returns a data 
frame with one row for each combination of the two queries (“macht ... Sinn”, “ergibt ... Sinn”) 
and the 31 virtual corpora (date of publication in 1980–2010).

2.2.2 Client libraries

KorAP can be accessed from R by using RKorAPClient (Kupietz, Diewald, and Mar-
garetha 2020) interacting with KorAP APIs to perform quantitative linguistic anal-
ysis on DeReKo corpus data. It supports both authenticated and unauthenticated 
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access to KorAP depending on whether users configure an access token or not. As 
a non-server-based client, RKorAPClient takes advantage of the authorization pro-
cedures described in Figure 3 and Section 2.1. Making the most of the search API, 
RKorAPClient allows users to perform a search in any query languages supported 
by KorAP including Poliqarp (Janus and Przepiórkowski 2007), COSMAS II,10 
ANNIS (Rosenfeld 2010) and FCS-QL, a variant of CQL (OASIS Standard 2013) for 
CLARIN FCS, and to optionally define a virtual corpus on which the search should 
be performed. RKorAPClient also interacts with the statistic API, for example to 
query the size of a virtual corpus. Moreover, RKorAPClient provides additional 
functions for analysing search results such as calculating relative frequencies of a 
query in a virtual corpus vectorized by a period of time, as shown in Listing 1, and 
visualizing the results in a plot, as shown in Figure 4.

from KorAPClient import KorAPConnection

import plotly.express as px

import pandas as pd

years = list(range(1980, 2011))

query = [“macht []{0,3} Sinn”, “ergibt []{0,3} Sinn”]

df = pd.DataFrame({‘year’: years,

                                      ‘vc’: [“textType = /Zeit.✶/ & availability!=QAO-NC-LOC:ids” +

                                                f“& pubDate in {y}” for y in years]}) \
         .merge(pd.DataFrame(query, columns=[“variant”]), how=‘cross’)

results = KorAPConnection() \

        .frequencyQuery(df[‘variant’], df[‘vc’], ✶✶{“as.alternatives”: True})

df = pd.concat([df, results.reset_index(drop=True)], axis=1)

px.line(df, x=“year”, y=“f”, color=“variant”).show()

Listing 2: Complete Python code to generate a plot similar to the one in Figure 4 using the 
KorAPClient Python package, Pandas, and Plotly Express.

PythonKorAPClient11 is a client library for Python wrapping the RKorAPClient as 
a Python package, thus providing the same functionality (see Listing 2). It uses 
rpy212 to run R within Python and to convert between R and Python data types, 
such as between R and Pandas13 data frames in particular. In addition, the client 
can be run directly from the command line or shell scripts.

10 https://www2.ids-mannheim.de/cosmas2/web-app/hilfe/suchanfrage/eingabe-zeile/syntax/
11 https://github.com/KorAP/PythonKorAPClient
12 https://rpy2.github.io/
13 https://pandas.pydata.org/

https://www2.ids-mannheim.de/cosmas2/web-app/hilfe/suchanfrage/eingabe-zeile/syntax/
https://github.com/KorAP/PythonKorAPClient
https://rpy2.github.io/
https://pandas.pydata.org/
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Listings 1 and 2 demonstrate that the client libraries make it quite easy to use 
the KorAP API and provide at least a small glimpse of the spectrum of possible 
applications. Accordingly, this offer is aimed, at least in the medium term, at all 
intensive users of DeReKo or KorAP. First and foremost, this addresses computa-
tional linguists, corpus linguists, and digital humanities scholars in particular, as 
well as projects for which reproducibility or replicability is important.

An important user of the client libraries is, for example, the Council for German 
Orthography, which benefits from the easy reproducibility on the one hand when 
observing writing practice, and from the replicability of a large number of queries 
on new time slices or sub-corpora on the other.

3 Plugin level
The default KorAP user interface Kalamar (Diewald, Barbu Mititelu, and Kupietz 
2019) was developed with a special focus on extensibility to allow for a simple and 
consistent extension of the functional scope of the user interface as the functional 
demand of the KorAP platform grows. In this context, different functional areas of 
the user interface were defined, which with the introduction of plugin support can 
also be used to embed widgets or additional buttons (similar in concept to OpenSo-
cial gadgets; see OpenSocial and Gadgets Specification Group 2010). These widgets, 
realized as sandboxed iframes, can be provided by independent web services, which 
users can integrate individually. A single service may provide multiple widgets or 
may allow to embed the widget multiple times, even in different areas of the frontend.

Currently, widgets and buttons (which can provide additional functionality 
even without an embedded widget) can be included in the following functional 
areas of the user interface: The search input, the definition of virtual corpora, the 
search results and individual matches. Each area may provide a different context 
of data to access (see Section 3.1). Further possibilities of integration are planned.

3.1 Scope of access

The communication of these widgets with KorAP can take place in two ways (see 
Figure 5):
1.  by direct communication of the service with the backend (optionally author-

ized via OAuth2; see Section 2); 
2.  through a restricted communication protocol with the frontend (via the Java-

Script postMessage API). 
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Figure 5: Communication between plugins and KorAP via postMessage and API requests.

The backend communication with the KorAP API is only limited by the user’s 
authorization of the plugin service. While widgets of the same plugin service can 
communicate with each other without any limitations, the communication with 
the frontend via postMessage is very limited. The frontend provides only a small 
amount of information to the embedded widget that further may be passed to the 
plugin service. This, for example, can be information on the query issued by the 
user or the virtual corpus definition. The amount of information available to the 
embedded widget is also dependent on the context of the widget (i.e., in which 
functional area of the user interface the widget is embedded). A widget embedded 
in the area for matches will have access to the identifier and possibly meta infor-
mation on a specific match, while a widget embedded in the area of the virtual 
corpus can’t provide this information. Using the frontend communication the 
widget also has limited possibilities to interact with the frontend, for example to 
communicate the required widget size, or to modify the query string or the virtual 
corpus definition. Technically the access is limited due to sandboxing. This helps 
to ensure plugin providers will not be able to add malicious code to be served 
to the user with the same rights as the embedding frontend.14 Providing front-
end plugins in such a way introduces nonetheless new attack vectors (both on 
user and corpus data), so our approach is deliberately defensive and functionally 
limited. Instead of providing maximum access (and with this maximum flexibil-
ity) to all plugins, we support a very limited set of actions at this early stage, and 
will add more functionalities on request and based on reasonable use cases. We 
also introduced an upper rate boundary for postMessage requests. This way we 

14 See LeBlanc (2011) for an overview on security topics regarding that design prior to the estab-
lishment of sandboxed iframes.
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both try to limit potential misuse of the service and the amount of frontend API 
methods we have to support.

While the design of the plugin widgets is completely up to the plugin service, 
Kalamar provides a simple SDK for the frontend communication including CSS 
rules to layout the widgets following the design of Kalamar (and automatically 
adopting any changes to it).

3.2 Scope of usage

The support of plugins in the frontend of KorAP offers numerous possibilities 
for users and developers. Individual plugins allow users to customize the user 
interface to their own or project-specific needs without overloading the interface 
for everyone and thus reducing the accessibility. For the developers of KorAP it 
is possible to provide a rather simple frontend without having to consider and 
enable all possible use cases. Moreover, the development and maintenance of 
project-specific plugins can be the responsibility of individual projects and not fall 
within the scope of responsibility of the KorAP project (with its limited resources). 
This also opens up the possibility of developing short-lived features for testing or 
the runtime of a project, without the need to maintain these functions beyond a 
short period of time. However, this also reveals a disadvantage for the developers 
of the KorAP system: published plugin interfaces must be supported for a longer 
period of time and cannot be modified or turned off lightly (similar to the Web-
API, see Section 2). Under certain circumstances, this can restrict the flexibility 
in the design of the frontend. For users, it may be possible that plugins do not 
work the same way at all times. Changed functionalities in plugins, for example, 
are not the responsibility of KorAP. And plugins running on separate servers may 
not be available all the time, fragmenting the availability of the whole system. 
Further disadvantages for users can arise from the fact that not all project part-
ners have the same plugins installed, which can make it difficult to exchange 
information about KorAP functionalities.

The field of application for frontend plugins is in principle large – but still 
limited due to the aforementioned premise regarding API publication. The scope 
of usage includes, for example:

 – implementation of project- or corpus-specific macros that facilitate API access; 
 – embedding of additional (CLARIN) resources and tools in the KorAP front-

end such as lexicons; 
 – embedding of additional data visualizations; 
 – support of alternative query mechanisms, e.g., a scratch-like visual query 

builder. 
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The first available plugin provides methods to export search results in various 
formats.15 The plugin level is not suitable for corpus data access beyond the API 
level.

4 Instance level
While plugins can significantly increase the usability of the KorAP platform, they 
are subject to some limitations that can only be solved if a user, a project, or an 
institution runs their own instance. First and foremost, an advantage of running 
a dedicated instance is full control over the available corpus data (see Section 6). 
But it also enables extensive configuration, customization, and replacement of all 
components of the KorAP platform and thus better integration with other  services.

4.1 Scope of access

By configuring or replacing all the components (see Figure 6), it is possible to 
tailor the services to fit the given server architecture (e.g., regarding processing 
power and memory), the amount and complexity of provided corpus data and 
the expected workload. This includes, for example, the specific setting of limits 
for the maximum number of hits per page, specific timeouts, and the number of 
desired processes that are to be started for the acceptance of user requests.

Figure 6: KorAP components forming a single instance.

An instance without any requirement of user management can benefit from replac-
ing the user and policy management component Kustvakt with a simplified yet 

15 https://github.com/KorAP/Kalamar-Plugin-Export

https://github.com/KorAP/Kalamar-Plugin-Export
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officially supported version, called “Kustvakt lite”. Without user authentication 
and authorization as well as user group and virtual corpus management, the sim-
plified Kustvakt serves mainly as an API gateway to the search engine.16

Adding server middleware can help maintain the service by introducing IP 
filtering, intrusion detection and prevention, or API throttling.

The instance level grants more access than the plugin level, but does not add 
greater accessibility than the API level as long as no further interventions are 
made at the corpus level.

4.2 Scope of usage

The policy and user management component Kustvakt provides several configu-
rations related to user and policy management; for instance, it is possible to set 
up the default authorization scopes and the expiration period for authorization 
codes and access tokens (see Section 2.1). Moreover, default foundries for differ-
ent annotation levels can be configured, as well as the behaviour of the query 
rewrite mechanism (Bański et al. 2014) which is fundamental to KorAP.

In addition to extended data access, the user can also be given additional 
access to information relevant for the specific instance (and thus for the specific 
corpus) by serving it in the frontend. This includes customized start pages, cus-
tomized helpers (e.g., for annotations), extended localization, extended docu-
mentation or the selection of plugins available by default (see Section 3). Sec-
ondary, the default frontend Kalamar is based on the framework Mojolicious17 
and can be extended by further deployment specific plugins. By default, the inte-
gration of authentication of users via LDAP is supported by such a Mojolicious 
plugin (not to be confused by plugins as described in Section 3). It is also possible 
to capture and evaluate requests via the Matomo18 web analytics platform. Both 
options are natively supported by the Kustvakt service, too.

16 This variant is also bundled in the official docker image for Kustvakt, enabling users to run 
KorAP as a single user desktop application; see https://hub.docker.com/r/korap/kustvakt.
17 https://mojolicious.org/
18 https://matomo.org/

https://hub.docker.com/r/korap/kustvakt
https://mojolicious.org/
https://matomo.org/
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5 Open-source level
To extend or modify the data management, search, and analysis capabilities of 
KorAP beyond the API level, code-based changes are necessary. As research soft-
ware should always be open source19 for reproducibility and reusibility purposes 
(Hasselbring et al. 2020), KorAP is published and actively developed under the 
BSD 2-Clause license20 on the platform GitHub;21 changes to the source code of 
the individual software components are thus permitted and encouraged. For 
improved code management and the code review process, the software Gerrit22 
is hosted on the IDS servers. Since KorAP is modular and partially based on the 
principle of microservices (Diewald et al. 2016), it is not necessary to change and 
replace all components – it is sufficient to change that component in which the 
behaviour change is desired. This also reduces the development effort, as new 
developers do not have to familiarize themselves with all the details of the soft-
ware, but only with those that are relevant to them. Changes to the core compo-
nents of KorAP that are included in the official repository should, in principle, be 
useful to all users and not negatively impact workflows that are already in place. 
Changes that are only useful for a single instance of KorAP and cannot be made 
at the plugin or instance level should be handled in separate copies of the cor-
responding code of the component, in so-called forks, and should be developed 
separately. This allows unrestricted development on a low-level, but also carries 
the risk that changes may no longer be compatible with future versions of other 
components of KorAP or the underlying database.

5.1 Scope of access

By modifying the frontend component, the visual experience for the user can be 
changed beyond the plugin and customization possibilities (see Section 3 and 
4). Since the frontend does not have more advanced data access than the API 
level (see Section 2), this modification does not fundamentally allow increased 
access to the corpus data (cf. Section 6), but it can, for example, provide extended 

19 By open source we refer to software that grants users the rights to make copies of the soft-
ware, redistribute these copies, access the source code, and make improvements to the program 
(Perens 1999). See Kamocki, Kelli, and Lindén (2022) for the CLARIN perspective on open source 
licensing.
20 https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-2-Clause
21 https://github.com/KorAP/
22 https://korap.ids-mannheim.de/gerrit/

https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-2-Clause
https://github.com/KorAP/
https://korap.ids-mannheim.de/gerrit/
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possibilities for plugin integration (see Section 3). By modifying the policy and 
user management component, additional management and monitoring mecha-
nisms for the user and corpus data can be introduced. This includes the man-
agement of stored virtual corpora and query references. In addition, the Web API 
can be extended, provided underlying access capabilities exist. By modifying the 
query language component, additional query languages can be supported, which 
translate entered queries into the internal query protocol KoralQuery (Bingel and 
Diewald 2015). KoralQuery itself may also be extended to support query language 
functions that cannot be represented by the existing specification. By modifying 
the search engine, additional query constructs can be introduced (if supported by 
or extended in KoralQuery) or the performance of existing query constructs can 
be improved. However this may require changes in the design of the underlying 
database (i.e., the index).

The open source level grants all access to the search and analysis capabilities 
provided by the corpus. The pre-processing pipeline to convert and enrich the 
corpus data is also open source, so this level is close to the corpus level regarding 
data accessibility. By changing the code base, users can modify all components of 
a KorAP instance (see Figure 6). By modifying and extending the pre-processing 
pipeline, additional annotations can be added to the corpus data, as long as they 
meet the criteria of the corpus format (see Section 6).

5.2 Scope of usage

Making KorAP components available as open source ensures possible further 
development of core functionalities independent of the limited capacities of the 
KorAP development team. This may be of particular interest to project groups 
that want to switch to KorAP from other corpus research systems, but miss core 
functionalities that they can only upgrade at this level (since KorAP was designed 
as a successor platform to COSMAS II, several desired core functionalities are not 
in central focus). For example, the query language CQP (Christ 1994; Evert and 
the OCWB Development Team 2010), which is a very common query language, 
is currently being developed externally and integrated into KorAP in order to 
provide users who are familiar with CQP-based corpus research systems such as 
Corpus Workbench or NoSketch Engine. The localization of the frontend has also 
been extended for Romanian due to the external needs of cooperation partners. 
Nevertheless, the current support of KorAP development by the open source com-
munity is very low, which is probably due to the low demand of specific changes 
at this level on the one hand and the already small target group on the other 
hand. Nonetheless, basic groundwork has been laid to enable this level of access 
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if needed. Moreover, we consider the benefits of open source development in the 
academic field (such as “peer production, shared code, and software as a public 
good”; Aksulu and Wade 2010: 577) to be undeniable.

6 Corpus level
The possibility of providing access at the level of corpus data can be considered 
if none of the access options described above prove feasible. The reason why 
this approach is a last resort is that it requires a large amount of individual staff 
input for advice and support. Typically, a mix of corpus linguistic methodological 
and high-level technical expertise is required to find ways to achieve the desired 
results in a methodologically sound and technically manageable way, using the 
available data and possibilities.

At an early stage of the KorAP’s design phase (Bański et al. 2012: 2906), the 
intended approach to solve this cost problem was to fully pave the way for Jim 
Gray’s (2003) put the computation near the data postulate by providing a mobile 
code sandbox where users run their own “Kor-App” code with controlled output 
in order to meet license restrictions (Kupietz et al. 2010). Eventually, however, we 
refrained from fully implementing this plan (Cosma and Kupietz 2018: 213f). The 
main reasons were:

 – high initial development costs; 
 – high maintenance costs; 
 – no improved API-flexibility compared to API- and plugin-level approaches; 
 – no reduction in methodological expertise for the typically demanding and 

individual applications. 

What we did instead was to split this approach, on the one hand investing more 
efforts in higher access levels, for example by providing API client libraries, and 
on the other leaving the way open for a more manual “put the computation near 
the data” (Kupietz, Diewald, and Fankhauser 2018).

However, due to increasing demand and growing requirements, we largely 
had to limit this manual corpus level access to genuine collaborations planned in 
advance over a longer period of time. This slightly changed view – from a purely 
technical sandbox solution to pre-planned collaborations  – also reflects our 
experience that more sophisticated investigations typically require a high degree 
of methodological support and experience with the corpus data. One reason for 
this is that corpus data are often too complex to document their potentially rel-
evant properties with sufficient precision and transparency in general terms for 
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a realistic spectrum of more sophisticated use cases. The complexity starts with 
the circumstances of the preparation of the corpus data and the heuristics used 
there, continues with tokenization, and ends with automatic text classifications 
and linguistic annotations. Which of the properties and circumstances are rele-
vant depends on the use case and its research question.

This should in no way be taken as an excuse for a lack of documentation. 
The point is that at a potentially relevant level of granularity, the mechanisms 
are often too complex for their effects to be immediately obvious. An elementary 
example of this is already the tokenizer used for DeReKo. This is open source and 
described as transparently as possible by production rules.23 Nevertheless, the 
properties of the resulting DFA are not necessarily obvious.

6.1 Scope of usage

Typical application scenarios for the DeReKo corpus level are sophisticated 
corpus and quantitative linguistic applications and, in general, applications that 
use specialized language models, such as word embeddings derived from specific 
virtual corpora or trained with specific parameters.

Typical limiting factors for this approach are computing power, RAM supply, 
the number of available GPUs and, in particular, the human resources already 
mentioned above. In the case of DeReKo and KorAP, the corpus data level does, in 
principle, provide users with access to virtually all the different, sometimes alter-
native data types and formats generated and used in the production pipelines 
and internal analysis processes. However, the users do not have access to the data 
for copyright and contractual reasons. This also applies to IDS staff who are not 
also members of DeReKo production projects.

The typical organizational workflow therefore looks like this: a DeReKo 
project member sends legally safe sample data to the user – or rather cooperation 
partner. The cooperation partner then adapts his/her analysis programs to the 
DeReKo formats together with the project member in a local git repository. If all 
tests run satisfactorily, the project member applies the programs to the real data, 
checks the results again with regard to legal soundness, and sends them back to 
the cooperation partner (Kupietz and Lüngen 2014).

23 See Kupietz and Diewald 2021, https://github.com/KorAP/KorAP-Tokenizer

https://github.com/KorAP/KorAP-Tokenizer
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Table 1: Data types and representations accessible on the corpus level,  
and when they are typically used.

Data type Typical requirements Tasks / Applications
TEI I5 XML + metadata XML aware applications

+ text structural annotations CMC research
– linguistic annotations communication analysis

KorAP XML + multiple annotations metadata sensitive ML
+ metadata

KorAP CoNLL-U + linguistic annotations text classifiers
– multiple annotations quantitative linguistics
– metadata word embeddings
– structural annotations count-based models

Metadata DB + representativeness of some (stratified) sampling
language domain

As mentioned above, there is access to several partly alternative and partly 
complementary data and representation formats on the so-called corpus data 
level. Which data type is typically suitable for which type of application is briefly 
described in Table 1. The individual data types and formats are described in more 
detail below.

6.2 Scope of access

6.2.1 TEI-I5 XML data

A well-documented and standardized access to DeReKo is provided by the XML 
format TEI-I5 (Lüngen and Sperberg-McQueen 2012) which is a customization of 
the TEI-P5 standard and also the primary corpus encoding format for all DeReKo 
releases. A DeReKo release currently comprises 3,982 of such I5 documents, with 
one document typically corresponding to a special corpus, such as the Mannheim 
Corpus I or a magazine or newspaper volume of a particular year, ranging in file 
size between 20 KB for some Usenet news corpora (Lüngen and Kupietz 2017) and 
30 GB for Wikipedia corpora (Margaretha and Lüngen 2014). These documents 
contain all metadata and text classifications as well as all existing text structural 
markup annotated in-line.

Bibliographic metadata include author or editor, title, subtitle if applicable, 
publisher, and date and place of publication. Among the other bibliographic meta-
data, the date of first publication and the time of origin should be emphasized, 
which sometimes deviate from the date of publication (e.g., in the case of literary 
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work editions) and are especially needed for studies of linguistic variation over 
time. Place of publication metadata also include derived assignments to corre-
sponding countries encoded as ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 two-letter codes.

Non-bibliographic metadata include license information (Kupietz and Lüngen 
2014), an assignment of two possible topic domains, according to an automatic 
domain classification (Weiß 2005), as well as, in part, an assessment of degree of 
duplicity (Kupietz 2005; Klosa, Kupietz, and Lüngen 2012: 88).

The text-structural markup includes chapter, section, and paragraph struc-
ture and the marking of the corresponding headings. Furthermore, lists, tables, 
citations, URLs, references, and footnotes and the like are marked up, as well as 
page breaks and page numbers. Book contents are additionally marked up for 
the areas of the title and appendix. In dramas, plenary debates, chats, and so on, 
elements appear to mark speakers, utterances, posts, and stage directions. For all 
types of texts, there are also various elements for the marking of typographically 
marked text areas. Finally, sentence segmentation is also provided. It must be 
taken into account that the latter is specified by means of bracketing elements, 
which are often interrupted in order to maintain the XML well-formedness.

In the case of other text-structural mark-ups, it must be noted that these are 
only present if they could be reconstructed from the raw data with reasonable 
effort and sufficient certainty (Kupietz, Schonefeld, and Witt 2010).

6.2.2 KorAP XML data

The KorAP XML format (Bański et al. 2012) is a required intermediate format in the 
preparation process of DeReKo and other corpora for the indexation with KorAP. 
It can be generated automatically from various TEI P5 formats.24 One of the main 
features of KorAP XML is a consistent and complete implementation of standoff 
annotations. These are realized by feature structures (Lee et al. 2004) using refer-
ences to IDs and character offsets of pure text versions of the primary data.

The KorAP XML encoded data are organized in so-called foundries (Bański 
et al. 2013). A foundry contains all annotation layers of a particular tool family, for 
instance, part of speech, lemma, dependency, and constituency. Foundries have 
the property that they are homogeneous in themselves. That means that they 
can contain multiple interpretations for one item, usually provided with confi-
dence or likelihood ratings, but normally do not contain plain contradictions, for 
example, in the sense that a word is annotated as verb with 100% certainty on the 

24 see https://github.com/KorAP/KorAP-XML-TEI

https://github.com/KorAP/KorAP-XML-TEI
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part of speech level and as head of a noun phrase on a syntactic level. Contradic-
tions among different foundries on the same and on different annotation levels, 
for instance, between Tree-Tagger and OpenNLP part-of-speech annotations, on 
the other hand, are frequent and intended as such in order to deal with annota-
tion errors (see Belica et al. 2011; Kupietz et al. 2017).

A special foundry is the base foundry. It contains mandatory segmenta-
tion information regarding tokenization, sentence boundaries and paragraphs. 
In addition, it also contains the token segmentation that was generated by 
KorAP-Tokenizer. With regard to sentence segmentation, it should be noted that 
this, if available, is mostly taken from the underlying TEI encoded corpora. Due to 
possible differences between sentence and token segmentations, for instance in 
the case of abbreviations or due to the necessities of well-formedness mentioned 
above, the KorAP XML data increasingly also contain sentence boundaries desig-
nated by the KorAP-Tokenizer as default.25

KorAP XML data consists of many XML documents for each text. However, 
these are grouped together by year and corpus in a zip archive. For a corpus file in 
I5 format, for example s20.i5.xml (Der Spiegel 2020), there is a base foundry file 
s20.zip and several annotation foundry files, such as 20.corenlp.zip, s20.malt.zip, 
s20.marmot.zip, s20.opennlp.zip s20.spacy.zip, and s20.tree_tagger.zip.

More detailed information about the KorAP XML format can be found along 
with the documentation of the KorAP-XML-Krill package.26

6.2.3 CoNLL-U data

The CoNLL-U27 column representation is also an essential part of the ingestion 
pipeline of KorAP. It is needed in order to enable the flexible application of exter-
nally developed NLP tools, such as POS taggers and dependency parsers, for 
which the format has been established as a de-facto standard. The U variant of 
the CoNLL convention that was established within the Universal Dependencies 
(UD) framework is required in this context, as in addition to the typical lines for 
token and annotation columns, it also provides for comment lines. These are not 
formally specified in more detail, but are specifically intended to carry appli-
cation-specific information and to be piped unchanged through tool pipelines. 
In the case of the KorAP annotation pipeline, they are needed for linking the 

25 In the case of DeReKo, the break between the old and new tokenization is not too large, as 
both rely on the same extensive list of abbreviations.
26 https://github.com/KorAP/KorAP-XML-Krill#about-korap-xml
27 https://universaldependencies.org/format.html

https://github.com/KorAP/KorAP-XML-Krill#about-korap-xml
https://universaldependencies.org/format.html
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CoNLL-U representation back to their original texts and their metadata, and so 
on, as exemplified in Listing 3.

# foundry = tree_tagger

# filename = S01/JAN/00001/tree_tagger/morpho.xml 

# text_id = S01_JAN.00001 

# start_offsets =   0 0  4 14 17 21 

# end_offsets = 22 3 13 16 21 22 

1 Das die ART ART _ _ _ _ 0.962601 

2 Universum Universum NN NN _ _ _ _ 1.000000 

3 im in APPRART APPRART _ _ _ _ 1.000000 

4 Kopf Kopf NN NN _ _ _ _ 0.999975 

5 : : $. $. _ _ _ _ 1.000000 

Listing 3: Example sentence in KorAP’s CoNLL-U representaion with Tree-Tagger POS annotations.

KorAP XML and KorAP CoNNL-U data can be automatically converted into each 
other via the KorAP-XML-CoNNL-U package,28 which for the conversion to CoNLL-U 
needs a base foundry KorAP XML zip file and typically, but optionally, one anno-
tation foundry zip file. The base foundry is always needed because, as mentioned 
above, all annotation layers consistently contain stand-off data, only. The CoNLL-U 
data contain information on token and sentence segmentation and at most one 
foundry of lemma, POS, and dependency annotations. They do not contain any 
metadata or text-structural annotations; these, however, may have to be retrieved 
by means of the text ID and token-offset information.

Due to its easy processability, the CoNLL-U format also serves as a basis for 
the generation of various other data types, such as frequency lists or bag-of-words 
representations, which are used, for example, as input for text classifiers.

6.2.4 DeReKo Metadata database

The DeReKo Metadata DB is a relational database, versioned by DeReKo-releases, 
containing metadata on all DeReKo texts, sub-corpora and sources. It was first 
set up in April 2007 for internal use only, as an interim solution to draw stratified 
random samples from DeReKo based on text metadata, and to provide metadata 
at different levels of granularity for CLARIN’s OAI-PMH (see Windhouwer and 
Goosen 2022; Hinrichs and Beck 2010). In accordance with its genesis, the DeReKo 
Metadata DB does not have a perfect design, yet it has not been replaced by a 

28 https://github.com/KorAP/KorAP-XML-CoNLL-U

https://github.com/KorAP/KorAP-XML-CoNLL-U
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true production system and is updated twice a year with each DeReKo release. Its 
current version for DeReKo-2022-I contains more than 200 million entries.

SELECT sigle FROM textMeta2022I 

 WHERE topic1 = “Kultur:Darstellende_Kunst” 

 ORDER BY RAND() 

 LIMIT 100000; 

Listing 4: SQL query for the DeReKo-2022-I metadata DB to draw a random sample of 100,000 
texts on the subject of fine arts.

Listing 4 shows how the database can be used to draw a sample from DeReKo. 
The sigles (IDs) returned by the SQL query can easily be used for the definition 
of a virtual sub-corpus of DeReKo within KorAP or one of its client libraries (see 
Section 2.2).29

At the corpus level, access to the metadata database is rather an exception, 
as it is limited less for legal reasons than for practical reasons regarding imple-
mentation and maintenance efforts and the performance required for a produc-
tion system. Integrating equivalent functionalities directly into the KorAP search 
engine and making them available via the API and the user interface is planned 
as a high priority.

7 Conclusions
We have shown how we enable access to linguistic corpora for many users as well 
as for demanding applications with limited resources and despite sometimes dis-
cipline-specific challenges. The core of our approach is to provide pathways to the 
data at different levels. As sketched in Figure 7, pathways at a high level enable 
access with as little effort as possible for many users and frequent applications. 
Pathways at lower levels, on the other hand, offer more possibilities but also 
require more effort on the part of the user and sometimes also the corpus provider 
(in case of different parties).

29 Likewise, in the case of COSMAS II, virtual corpora are in principle defined on the basis of 
sigle lists. However, since COSMAS II does not provide a user interface or API for the definition of 
virtual corpora at the sigle level, this requires manual intervention. 
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Figure 7: Levels of access and their approximate relations to their possibilities, overall extra 
costs and typical number of uses.

In the case of KorAP, the user interface level (Diewald, Barbu Mititelu, and 
Kupietz 2019) allows a very easy entry for all types of users and rarely requires 
individual support. Also easy to use, thanks to appropriate libraries, but with an 
admittedly somewhat higher entry threshold, is the API level, which in return 
offers extended functionalities, especially with regard to quantitative analyses, 
their visualizations and their reproducibility. The development of additional 
plugins in particular opens up new possibilities for extending the user interface 
and can be realized, for example, in projects independent of the core KorAP devel-
opment. Development costs vary greatly depending on the task of the plugin, but 
are presumably lower than working directly at the open source level, since devel-
opers are free to choose the programming language and development environ-
ment, and require little knowledge of the KorAP system. However, additional costs 
arise due to the operation of the plugin service on its own servers. The instance 
level represents a special case within the hierarchy, as it extends the access pos-
sibilities not to DeReKo, but to corpora provided by the users themselves. The 
costs incurred there relate in particular to data preparation and the operation of a 
separate KorAP instance, as well as any support that may be required. Expanding 
access to corpora through participation in the open source project is certainly one 
of the most productive paths, as a larger community can benefit from it. Depend-
ing on whether it is a bug fix, an additional collocation measure, or a completely 
new functionality, the spectrum of required efforts is very broad and may range 
from a few minutes to a scale that can only be achieved by larger initiatives. 
However, it is important that this possibility exists and that larger projects can 
include it in their planning. Less productive in terms of its re-usability potential 
and most expensive in terms of support effort, but also requiring to be planned 
in advance and sometimes becoming unavoidable, is the approach of conduct-
ing collaborative studies directly at the corpus data level – using more or less a 
manual put the computation near the data approach. The most difficult part there 
is typically the handling of application-specific machine learning tasks, which 
use, for example, special virtual sub-corpora and annotation layers and therefore 
have little reusability value and are demanding in terms of expert human and 
computational resources, disk space, and maintenance effort.
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At the intermediate levels, success is not easy to measure. However, we know 
of some larger running KorAP instances and are particularly pleased about the 
positive response to the client libraries, which were downloaded 4,500 times30 
in the first year. It should also be taken into account that the additional effort to 
offer the different access levels is comparatively small. Accordingly, and further-
more, it cannot be emphasized enough that the upper access levels are not in 
any competition with each other. In particular, for example, the user interface is 
based entirely on the API, so UI users need not worry about being neglected when 
API functionalities are opened to the public. It is mainly the corpus level that is 
affected by a lack of resources and a competitive situation, which is precisely why 
it is important to create access options at higher levels.

We build these different paths to our corpus data, in order to enable as many 
users as possible to perform extensive corpus linguistic and related studies with 
the fewest possible hurdles. In this sense, we follow the paths that the transna-
tional research infrastructure initiative CLARIN has prepared in terms of the use 
and reuse of language resources and technologies for the social sciences and 
humanities in general. Within the framework of CLARIN, the necessary founda-
tions were laid in the areas of standards, legal expertise, contractual framework 
and sustainability, on which we base our efforts. The presented interfaces with 
the CLARIN infrastructure on all levels show that a joint strategy for the develop-
ment and promotion of language resources and technologies, as well as for their 
implementation, maintenance, and use, is essential.
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